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Today you may notice a large crane and “tower” out in the employee parking lot.
This is the new cooling tower that is being set out in the pit back behind the
breezeway to Martin Health Center. All our delivery trucks were in this morning and
the crane will have the tower set by the end of the day. It is quite a process and
collaboration of partners working to get this accomplished. They have done a great
job helping staff navigate the parking lot and maintaining the employee entrance all
while getting this large piece of equipment put into place.
Progress
The central corridor from the Social Center leading to the Resident Center rooms has
been painted. The new Life Enrichment office has seen lots of wiring/electrical work
and has been painted as well. The window has been reinstalled and new flooring in
that hall and office area will not be far off. The Library is in the process of being
painted and is really taking form with drywall almost complete.
Behind the temporary wall in the dining room, the slab cutting in the old sandwich
shop has almost been completed with underground plumbing and electrical being
added as indicated for the new layout. They are close to back-filling and repouring
that area once all this underground work is complete. The mechanical, electrical, and
plumbing rough-ins are continuing in the club room, resident store and resident
meeting room.
Upcoming Work
Much of the same will continue in the Social Center, Dining Room and Martin Health
Center. There will be lots of drywall finishing work at Martin Health Center as they
move down to the first floor and will continue with wiring and mechanical, electrical
and plumbing work on the first floor. Club room drywalling will continue and finishing
will begin. Ceiling work in the Library will begin with the fireplaces and casework to
follow shortly. Underfloor kitchen work in the old sandwich shop will be completed
and they will begin to prepare for repouring the new kitchen slab flooring.
As always, if you have suggestions or questions regarding this work, do not hesitate
to contact me.

